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Entrepreneurship is the
backbone of Africa’s
economy.
Founders Factory Africa are building Africa’s
Startup Economy, a market of innovation
across the continent - to drive more
investment, train more talent, scale more
ventures, deliver better solutions and push
Africa’s growth.

BUILDING & SCALING
STARTUPS ACROSS
AFRICA
● We are a venture development and investment
company delivering commercial and impact returns.
● Local with global access: South Africa company Johannesburg HQ and operating across
Sub-Saharan Africa
● Corporates and family office investors (Standard
Bank Group founding investor; Netcare and The Small
Foundation)
● CEO Roo Rogers, serial entrepreneur, former Partner
at fuseproject - design & innovation company in
Silicon Valley, led SPRING Accelerator - 75+
businesses in 9 emerging markets

A global team of
120+ digital operators
We are builders, not mentors or consultants.
We have gathered a team of the best operators
in every discipline. Many of us have been
entrepreneurs in our own right, and nearly all of
us have worked at startups. As a result, we’re
able to be hands-on in every single aspect of a
startup’s business.
With a team of 35 based in our Johannesburg
HQ, in Kenya and Nigeria - we work with
ventures across data science, engineering,
design, growth branding, talent, corp dev,
product, and capital fundraising.

OPERATIONAL TEAM

CORPORATE-BACKING

GLOBAL NETWORK & BRAND

of builders, designers and
entrepreneurs

By large African and Global
companies

Leveraging Founders Family, born
out of Founders Factory UK

OUR MODEL OF
SCALING BUSINESSES
ACROSS AFRICA

● Team: Product, Growth, Engineering, Marketing, Brand,
Data Science, Business, Talent, Design (US/UI), and more.
● Corporates: Standard Bank founding investor; Netcare
second investor
● Global network: London, Paris, New York, Africa

Solving for market needs that drive commercial and
impact scale in an integrated way.
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De-risk Investors’
appetite

Build Product & Tech
with the businesses

Coordinate & align
growth & investment

We develop and share
longitudinal due diligence
and performance metrics,
focusing on the
entrepreneur, opportunity,
and growth acquisition.

We have a hands-on
method to co-designing and
co-building product and
technology to deliver scale
orientated product to market
fit.

Deliver integrated
impact and financial
benefits

We incorporate investment
strategy and global access
into every business’ growth
plan ensuring a sustained
runway to scale.

We focus on aligning our
portfolio to delivering
impact, with a pathway to
financial scale.

A strong brand that stands for African startup success, changing
the narrative about Africa worldwide.

Operating across the spectrum of early stage
entrepreneurship: from concept to Series A

VENTURE SCALE

Existing early-stage businesses
scaled through a 6-8 month tailored
engagement with 30+ full-time FFA
specialists and corporates.

VENTURE BUILD

New ventures built from the ground
up in 10-12 months with support from
our investors, and launched into
market as stand-alone entities.

Our current portfolio represents some of the most
impactful - and scalable - ventures on the continent.
By 2024, we’ll build and scale nearly 100 ventures across healthcare, fintech and
agritech.

Some examples

63% of portfolio companies
have

45%+ growth of
new customers.

74% of portfolio companies
have

40%+ new
product features.

63% of portfolio
companies are
closing or have closed
raising.
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Some metrics: FFA have delivered tangible value across
product, customer acquisition and investment to our
portfolio ventures.

Tailored model of venture development and
investment
FFA Model
●

Market based, Scale oriented

●

Founder-First, talent focused

●

Commercial ROI, underpinned by impact

●

Private sector investors

●

Tech-enabled, not tech determinist

●

Venture capital - building businesses
that deliver unicorn status, creating a
funnel for volume of early stage to
ensure success at growth stage

Case Studies
Some examples of ventures in FFA portfolio, and our work that helped
the entrepreneurs move their businesses along the maturity curve.

#fintech #ecommerce #marketplace

PBP  🌍

Global B2B marketplace for ethical sourcing
FFA helped PBP establish product-market fit for their marketplace platform –
supporting the design, build, and launch, and helping acquire their first customers.

What PBP does
PBP is a B2B marketplace that connects global buyers to artisan makers in emerging markets.
The platform enables buyers to efficiently source distinct, ethical products through a transparent
supply chain, whilst increases artisans’ market access and financing options.

How FFA helped
● Co-built PBP’s digital marketplace, providing end-to-end product support – from
conducting customer discovery, back-end developments, and front-end design
● Set up an analytics engine for PBP, enabling the team to gather insights on product usage
and engagement
● Supported the design and validation of PBP’s now-live financing solution, including
validating operational requirements with experts from our partners
● Provided hands-on investment readiness support, including enhancing PBP’s investment
narrative and pitch deck; and restructuring the cap table – resulting in a $1.5m seed raise

#healthtech #insurtech #inclusion

WellaHealth 

Affordable micro-insurance across West Africa
FFA helped WellaHealth accelerate their traction through securing distribution
partnerships, co-building new features, and a new customer acquisition strategy.

What WellaHealth does
WellaHealth is a micro-insurance platform built to address the highly unaffordable traditionally
bundled medical insurance model. Their plans cover common illnesses (e.g. malaria) and a
hospital plan, and partner with pharmacies to dispense convenient tests and care.

How FFA helped
● Defined a new customer acquisition strategy that enabled scalable growth through B2B
partnerships – increasing lead conversions by 70%
● Facilitated partnerships with Standard Bank, large-scale insurers and telcos to accelerate
Wellahealth’s distribution (providing access to a potential pool of 800,000+ customers)
● Co-built and launched a new app and account management page to drive customer
engagement and reduce pharmacy costs
● Provided hands-on investment support to secure equity free funding, and successfully
engage with follow-on funders

#logistics #fintech #platform

MVX  🌍

End-to-end trade financing and logistics platform
FFA helped MVX expand their value proposition from a logistics aggregator to an end-to-end
logistics and financing platform – increasing their recurring revenue and customer base.

What MVX does
MVX is an end-to-end logistics and trade financing platform, providing import, export, land
haulage, and customs brokerage in Nigeria, South Africa, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda and Ghana.

How FFA helped
● Designed, tested and launched a new integrated financing product – setting up the legal
structure, and co-building a new admin dashboard to enhance user insight and experience
● Secured Stanbic as a balance sheet partner (following a $100k pilot) and facilitated
distribution pilots for two of MVX’s products
● Set up CRM and ran growth experiments to identify high value customer acquisition
channels – acquiring 108 B2B leads in 2 weeks
● Provided hands-on investment support including enhancing the investment narrative,
financial model, and pitch deck; restructuring the cap table; setting up the deal room; and
facilitating introductions to investors

Thank You.

